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Abstract
In the class of projective billards, which contains the usual billards, we exhibit counter-examples to
Ivrii’s conjecture, which states that in any planar billard with smooth boundary the set of periodic orbits
has zero measure. The counter-examples are curves (finite families of lines) admitting a 2-parameters
family of n-periodic orbits, with n being either 3 or any even integer grower than 4.
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1 Introduction
In the theory of billard, describing properties of the periodic orbits of the billard inside a domain is the
subject of most studies. A famous conjecture, due to Ivrii states the following: in any smooth euclidean
planar billard, the set of periodic orbits has zero measure. The proof of the conjecture was made in the case
of a billard with a regular analytic convex boundary, see [11]. The conjecture is also true for 3-periodic orbits,
and was proved in [1, 8, 9, 12, 13]. For 4-periodic orbits, it was proven in [6, 7] and a complete classification
of 4-reflective (defined later) complex analytic billards was presented in [5].
Ivrii’s conjecture was also studied in manifolds of constant curvature: it was proven to be true for k = 3
in the hyperbolic plane H2, see [3]; the case of the sphere S2 was apparently firstly studied in [2], as quoted
in [3] but we were not able to find the correponding paper. The sphere is in fact an example of space were
Ivrii’s conjecture is not true, and we can find a classification of all counter-examples in [3].
In this paper we study a generalization of usual billards, as it is described in [10]. We consider the so
called projective billards, which are billards having their boundaries endowed with a field of transverse lines,
called projective field of lines (see Figure 1), and defining at each point a new reflection law.
More precisely, we give examples of projective billard tables having a 2-parameters family of n-periodic
orbits, for n = 3 and n ≥ 4 even (such billard is called n-reflective). In Section 2, we define projective
billards. In Section 3 we give a class of 3-reflective billards, in Section 4 we give two classes of 4-reflective
billards (the first one being deduced from Section 3), and in Section 5, we generalize the case n = 4 to any
even integer n ≥ 4.
Interestingly, the case of the 3-reflective billard of Section 3 can be obtained by projecting on a plane
a counter-example to Ivrii’s conjecture of the sphere, and detailed in [2, 3]. To better understand Ivrii’s
conjecture (in its usual version), one could try to classify all n-reflective projective billard tables. In [4], we
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bFigure 1: A projective curve is a curve b endowed with a field of transverse lines.
show that the only 3-reflective projective billard table with analytic boundary is the example described in
Section 3.
2 Projective billards
The whole paper takes place in a projective space P of dimension 2, either RP2 or CP2. Denote by P∗ its
dual space, that is constitued of all of its lines. In the following we recall the definition of projective billards
(see [10] for more details) and explain what we intent to prove.
Let ℓ1, ℓ2, ℓ3, ℓ4 be four disctinct lines of P passing through the same point O. We say that these lines
are harmonic if their cross-ratio is equal to −1. We can also say that ℓ1 is reflected into ℓ2 by the projective
reflection law of lines ℓ3 and ℓ4, or if it is not too ambiguous that there is a projective reflection law at O.
Remark 2.1. The cross-ratio of such lines is defined as the following: take any line L which does not pass
through O. Denote by xi the point of intersection of ℓi with L for each i. Then the cross-ratio (x1, x2;x3, x4)
is well-defined since L can be identified with CP1 and this doesn’t depend on the identification map (recall
that the cross-ratio is a projective invariant of CP1). Furthermore, this also doesn’t depend on the line chosen
(for the same reason).
Then define a projective curve as the data of a regular curve γ in P endowed with a transverse field of
lines, that is a map L : γ → P∗ such that for all p ∈ γ, L(p) is a line transverse to Tpγ.
Remark 2.2. An example of a projective curve is any smooth curve endowed with the field of its orthogonal
lines. Let’s say in this case that the projective curve is a usual curve.
A projective billard table B is a finite family of projective curves (γi, Li), i = 0 . . . n − 1. An n-periodic
orbit on B is a family of points M0, . . . ,Mn−1 such that for each i (seen modulo n), Mi lies on γi, Mi is
different from Mi+1 and Mi−1, and the lines MiMi+1, MiMi−1, TMiγi, Li(Mi) are harmonic.
Remark 2.3. If all projective curves are usual curves, then the projective billard is the same as in the usual
definition.
There is a famous conjecture called Ivrii’s conjecture, stating that on a usual billard table, the set of
periodic orbits has zero measure. It implies in particular that on any curve, there is no 2-parameters family
of periodic orbits. In the following sections we exhibit counter-examples to this conjecture for projective
billards.
Remark 2.4. Note that this doesn’t imply that the conjecture is not true (for usual billards), even if projective
billards are more general than usual billards. To determine if the conjecture is true or false for usual billards,
we should classify all projective billards which do not satisfy the conjecture.
3 A 3-reflective projective billard table
In this section we construct a class of 3-reflective projective billards. In a first time we construct the billard
and then we prove its reflectivity property.
Let P0, P1, P2 be three points not on the same line. For i = 0 . . . 2, let γi be the line PiPi+1. For any
M ∈ γi, let Li(M) be the line MPi+2 (i is seen modulo 3), that is Li(M) is line joining M and the only
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Figure 2: The spherical billard S(P0, P1, P2) with each one of its fields of transverse lines
point Pj which do lie on γi. Let S(P0, P1, P2) be the projective billard table defined by the γi and the Li
(see Figure 2).
Definition 3.1. The projective billard table S(P0, P1, P2) is called the spherical billard based at (P0, P1, P2).
Proposition 3.2. Any (M0,M1) ∈ γ0 × γ1 with M0 6= M1 is a side of a 3-periodic orbit of the spherical
billard S(P0, P1, P2).
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Figure 3: The spherical billard S(P0, P1, P2) and a triangular orbit (M0,M1,M2) obtained by reflecting any
segment M0M1 two times
Proof. This proof was found by Simon Allais in a talk we had about harmonicity in a projective space. Let
M2 ∈ γ2 be such that M0M1, M1M2, γ1, L1(M1) are harmonic lines. Define M
′
2 ∈ γ2 similarly: M0M1,
M0M
′
2, γ0, L0(M0) are harmonic lines.
Let us first show that necessarily M2 = M
′
2 (see Figure 4). Consider the line γ2 and let A be its point
of intersection with M0M1. Let us consider harmonic quadruples of points on γ2. By harmonicity of the
previous defined lines passing through M1, the quadruple of points (A,M2, P2, P0) is harmonic. Doing the
same with the lines passing throughM0, the quadruple of points (A,M
′
2, P2, P0) is harmonic. HenceM2 =M
′
2
since the projective transformation defining the cross-ratio is one to one.
Now let us prove that the lines M1M2, M0M2, γ2, L2(M2) are harmonic lines. Consider the line γ0:
M1M2 intersects it at a certain point denoted by B, M2M0 at M0, γ2 at P0 and L2(M2) at P1. But the
quadruple of points (B,M0, P0, P1) is harmonic since there is a reflection law at M1 whose lines intersect γ0
exactly in those points.
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Figure 4: As in the proof of Proposition 3.2, both quadruples of points (M2, A, P0, P2) and (M
′
2, A, P0, P2)
are harmonic, hence necessarily M2 =M
′
2.
Corollary 3.3. The spherical billard is 3-reflective.
Remark 3.4. There is a way to construct the spherical billard table by projecting a usual billard table of the
sphere to the plane. Note that the corresponding billard on the sphere is 3-reflective (in the usual sense).
4 Two 4-reflective projective billard table
In this section we construct two classes of 4-reflective projective billards: the first one is obtained by gluing
together two spherical billards, the second one is independant from previous section. In each one of the
subsections, we construct the tables, and then we prove their 4-reflectivity.
4.1 A construction deduced from the spherical billard
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L1
Figure 5: Billard deduced from the spherical billard S(P0, P1, P2). In the chart z = 1, the point P0 is at
infinity, hence the lines P0P1, P0P2 and all L1(M) are parallel.
Denote by (x : y : z) the canonical set of coordinates on P . Fix P0 = (1 : 0 : 0), P1 = (0 : 0 : 1) and
P2 = (0 : 1 : 1). Choose any orbit (M0,M1,M2) of the spherical billard S(P0, P1, P2). See Figure 5.
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Figure 6: The quadrilateral billard Q(P0, P1, P2, P3) with each one of its fields of transverse lines
In C3, consider the orthogonal symmetry with respect to the hyperplane of equation y = 0: it is well
defined in P , leaves the lines P1P2, P0P1 and P0P2 invariant and permutes the lines M1M0 and M1M2. Let
M ′2 be the intersection of M2M1 with P0P1, and M
′
0 be the intersection of M0M1 with P0P2. By symmetry,
(M ′2,M1,M
′
0) is again a periodic orbit of S(P0, P1, P2).
Now forget the line P1P2, and consider only the billard table constitued of γ
′
0 = P0P1, γ
′
1 = P0P2 with
their previous fields of transverse lines L′0 and L
′
1 (passing through P2 and P1 respectively). We just showed
that (M0,M
′
0,M
′
2,M2) is a 4-periodic billard orbit of this projective billard table.
Proposition 4.1. The billard table constituted by (γ′0, L
′
0) and (γ
′
1, L
′
1) is 4-reflective.
4.2 The quadrilateral billard
Let P0, P1, P2, P3 be four points, no three of them being on the same line. For i = 0 . . . 3 (seen modulo 4),
let γi be the line PiPi+1. Write O to be the point of intersection of the lines P0P2 and P1P3 (diagonals). For
any M ∈ γi, let Li(M) be the line OM . Let Q(P0, P1, P2, P3) be the projective billard table defined by the
γi and the Li (see Figure 6).
Definition 4.2. The projective billard table Q(P0, P1, P2, P3) is called the quadrilateral billard based at
(P0, P1, P2, P3).
Proposition 4.3. Any (M0,M1) ∈ γ0 × γ1 with M0 6= M1 is a side of a 4-periodic orbit of the spherical
billard Q(P0, P1, P2, P3).
Proof. Let M2 ∈ γ2 such that M0M1 is reflected into M1M2 by the reflection law at M1. Let M3 ∈ γ3 such
thatM1M2 is reflected intoM2M3 by the reflection law atM2. LetM
′
3 ∈ γ3 such thatM0M1 is reflected into
M0M
′
3 by the reflection law at M0. Denote by d the line reflected from M2M3 by the projective reflection
law at M3. We have to show that d =M0M
′
3.
First, let us introduce a few notations (see Figure 7). Consider the line M0M1; it intersects: the line P0P2
at a point B and the line P1P3 at a point A
′. Now consider the line M1M2; it intersects: the line P0P2 at a
point B′ and the line P1P3 at a point A. Finally let C
′ be the intersection point of M2M3 with P1P3 and D
′
the intersection point of M0M
′
3 with P0P2.
Then, notice that by the projective law of reflection at M1, the quadruple of points (A,A
′, P1, O) is
harmonic. Since the points P1, A
′, O correpond to the lines γ0, M0M1, L0(M0), the previously defined
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Figure 7: The quadrilateral billard Q(P0, P1, P2, P3) with a periodic orbit obtained by reflectingM0M1 three
times. Here the notations are the same as in the proof of Proposition 4.3.
reflected line M0M
′
3 needs to pass through A in order to form a harmonic quadruple of lines. The same
remark on the other diagonal leads to note that M2M3 passes through B.
Now by the reflection law at M2, one observe that the quadruple of points (A,C
′, O, P3) is harmonic.
But γ3 passes through P3, M3M2 through C
′ and L3(M3) through O. Hence d needs to pass through A.
Then, by the reflection law at M0, one observe that the quadruple of points (B,D
′, O, P0) is harmonic. But
γ3 passes through P0, M3M2 through B and L3(M3) through O. Hence d needs to pass through D
′.
Therefore we conclude that d = AD′ =M0M
′
3.
Corollary 4.4. The quadrilateral billard is 4-reflective.
Remark 4.5. Notice that the spherical billard cannot be deduced from a usual billard on the sphere by the
same construction as described for the spherical billard.
5 Generalizing to regular polygons with an even number of sides
In the following we exhibit an n-refective projective billard table for each even n = 2k, k ≥ 2.
Let a unit n-sided regular polygon of radius 1, whose vertices are clockwise denoted by P0, P1, . . . , Pn−1.
In the following, each time we refer to the index i of an object, we will consider it modulo n, that is we
identify i and its rest when divided by n.
Define O to be the intersection of the great diagonals of the polygon, which are the lines PiPi+k for all i.
Construct a field of transverse lines Li on γi := PiPi+1 by Li(M) = MO (the line joining the basepoint M
and O). See Figure 8.
Definition 5.1. We call such projective billard the n-sided polygonal billard and denote it by Pol(n).
Let (M0,M1) ∈ P0P1 × P1P2 with M0 6= M1. We want to show that M0M1 is the side of an n-periodic
orbit of Pol(n). To do so, consider the sequence (Mm)m∈Z such that for each m ∈ Z, Mm belongs to
γm = PmPm+1 and the line Mm−1Mm is reflected into MmMm+1 by the projective reflection law at Mm.
Lemma 5.2. Fix an m ∈ N and consider the great diagonal Lm = PmPm+k. Then for any r ∈ N, the lines
Mm−r−2Mm−r−1 and Mm+rMm+r+1 intersect Lm at a same point.
Proof. Let us prove Lemma 5.2 by induction on r.
Case when r = 0: Fix any m ∈ Z. Let A be the intersection point of Mm−2Mm−1 with Lm, A
′ of
MmMm+1 with Lm and B of Mm−1Mm. Consider harmonic quadruples of points on Lm: (A,B, Pm, O)
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Figure 8: The projective billard Pol(6) and a piece of trajectory after four projective reflections.
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Figure 9: As in the proof of Proposition 5.3, since the lines Mm−r−1Mm−r and Mm+r−1Mm+r intersect Lm
at the same point, the lines Mm−r−2Mm−r−1 and Mm+rMm+r+1 also intersect Lm at a same point.
is harmonic by the reflection law in Mm−1, and (A
′, B, Pm, O) is harmonic by the reflection law in Mm+1.
Hence A = A′ which concludes the proof for r = 0.
Inductive step: suppose Lemma 5.2 is true for any r′ < r and let us prove it for r. See Figure 9 for
a detailled drawing of the situation. Fix an m ∈ Z. By assumption, we know that Mm−r−1Mm−r and
Mm+r−1Mm+r intersect Lm at a same point A. Furthermore by symmetry of the regular polygon through
Lm, the lines Pm−r−1Pm−r and Pm+rPm+r+1 intersect Lm at the same point. Now, the three following lines
through Mm−r−1, Mm−r−1Mm−r, Pm−r−1Pm−r, Mm−r−1O intersect Lm through the same points than the
three following lines through Mm+r, Mm+r−1Mm+r, Pm+rPm+r+1, Mm+rO. Hence in order to sastisfy the
projection law at Mm−r−1 and Mm+r respectively, the lines Mm−r−1Mm−r−2 and Mm+rMm+r+1 should
intersect at the same point. Hence the inductive step is over and this conclude the proof.
Proposition 5.3. Let (M0,M1) ∈ P0P1 × P1P2 with M0 6= M1. M0M1 is the side of an n-periodic orbit of
Pol(n).
Corollary 5.4. The polygonal billard Pol(n) is an n-reflective billard table.
Proof of Proposition 5.3. We have to show that M−1M0 = Mn−1Mn. We will use Lemma 5.2. First, by
setting m = k and r = k − 1, we conclude that the lines M0M−1 and the lines Mn−1Mn intersect Lk at
a same point denoted by A. Then, by setting m = k + 1 and r = k − 2 we get that the lines M1M2 and
Mn−1Mn intersect Lk+1 = L1 at a same point B. Now it is also true that M0M−1 intersect L1 at B, by
7
Lemma 5.2 and setting m = 1 and r = 0. Hence we have shown that Mn−1Mn = AB = M0M−1 which
concludes the proof.
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